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Arozzi Memory Foam Armrest Pads 
SKU: AZ-MFPAD, UPC: 850032247948 
 
Arozzi Memory Foam Armrest Pads Grey 
SKU: AZ-MFPAD-GY, UPC: 850047390967 
 
 

Short text: 

If you feel that the original plastic armrests on a lot of chairs are too hard, this is the 

perfect solution and will make a huge improvement to comfortability. 

The cushioning is 100% memory foam and will form comfortably around your arm 

and elbow, relieving the pressure points. The cover surrounding it is made of 

breathable velvet polyester. 

- Ergonomic arm pillow 

- Premium memory foam 

- Bottom grip rubber 

 

Long text: 

If you feel that the original plastic armrests on a lot of chairs are too hard, this is the 

perfect solution and will make a huge improvement to comfortability. 

The cushioning is 100% memory foam and will form comfortably around your arm 

and elbow, relieving the pressure points. The cover surrounding it is made of 

breathable velvet polyester. 

- Ergonomic arm pillow 

- Premium memory foam 

- Bottom grip rubber 

- Suitable for most chairs 

- Adjustable elastic band 

 

Features 

Ease of Access 

The elastic fabric at the bottom of the pillow makes it easy to put on and off. This is 

a good portable solution that you can move in between different chairs you use. 

Adjustable elastic band 



   

The elastic fabric used to fasten the Memory Foam Pads can be tightened using the 

clasp. This is to ensure the stability of the pad even on smaller armrests. 

Bottom Grip Rubber 

You do not want armrests to slip or budge easily, therefore the bottom side of the 

armrests cushion has rubber dots that helps it to stay in place. 

Suitable for Most Chairs 

The pads fit most office chairs, and especially gaming chairs. The pad size is 27 x 

13.5 x 4 cm. Make sure to measure the armrests you plan to put them on before 

purchase. 

 

 

Dimensions 

Box Size 29 x 17 x 10 cm / 11.4 x 6.7 x 3.9 inches 

Gross Weight 0.3 kg / 0.66 lbs 

Net Weight 0.2 kg / 0.44 lbs 

 


